
                                                      Distinctive traits s/s  2022 
   Sustainability, today more and more mentioned in the communication for a new eco-social 

awareness, is proposed with Eco-bio fabrics, made with organically grown cotton yarn and with Eco-

recycling, made with cotton and co / pl yarns, obtained from the recycling of scraps, both with yarn 

certifications. 
On request we can supply fabrics made with single and twisted cotton certified BIO-ICEA / GOTS. 
Made with these cotton yarns, the collection includes plain fabrics such as single jersey, piqué, 

sweatshirts and also patterned fabrics such as jacquard, accompanied by relative documentation. 
The naturalness persists with the historical presence of high quality cottons and linen in pure or 

mixed cotton. 
The brilliance is proposed in vanisè fabrics with Rayon and polyester or cotton, or with jacquard 

and united in Lamè and shiny foils. 
There is no lack of fluorescent effects. 
The openwork, the transparency and the nets are developed in different articles designed with 

holes, of small and medium size, obtained using only weaving techniques. 
"Lace" designs are made of 100% cotton, cotton / ea, cotton / pa and 100% pa 

 

  “Made in Italy” 
Knitting, Dyeing &, Finishing  -  Fabrics entirely made in Italy 

We introduce our timeless themes enriched by innovative design products 

 Exclusive : Dress with elegance , sobriety and style 

Freedom:  Quality value Sportswear 

Fancy:        Colour and Imagination 

Performance : The “ready to dye” 

Thin:  Lightness and total coverage with a very thin fabric 
Eco-Organic:  Organic  Cotton fully certified 

Eco-Recycle :  Recycled Cotton pure or in blend with Polyester from 

certified recycling process 

STOCK SERVICE 

– Knitted fabrics coloured or ready to dye 
One of the basic and essential service we care to give our customers. 

sweatshirts fabrics, single makò cotton jersey, high quality streched jersey  and many coloured or 
mélange accessories to finish your garments 

Besides this service we are able to offer more than  50 different articles “garments to dye” 
 



 
 
 

                          Now let’s have a look at our main themes: 
 

 

              EXCLUSIVE: Elegance and Value 
 
 6508  
 Jacquard transfer   
                                                                 6540 
                                                      Vanisè  vi/co                  

 
 
 

                                          FREEDOM: the beauty of freedom… 
    

                                    
 
 

 
6611 
Worked Double 
                                                        6677 
                                                        Jacquard li/pl/vi 

 

 

                                            FANCY: Design and colour... 

 

 
      6663      
Fil coupè                              6676 
                                          Jacquard transfer                                                                                                                                           

 

 
                                                    
 

PERFORMANCE: The “ready to dye” 



 
 
 THIN:The thinnest…… 

                                                                  
                                                                  
 

 

                           ECORICICLO:recycled yarn. Ecobio: organic yarn. 

AAA 

 

    6679  
Piquet fiammato            6679 
                                      Piquet rigato fiammato                                                 

 

 
 
 

 

 
  
               
The “ready to dye “ division is supported by more than 50 
fabrics sell in “stock service”, which are present in every 
collections but every season enriched by new proposals. 
Most of our cotton fabrics belonging to the other 
collection themes may beused for this purpose too. 
 

 

 

AA 

 

The products made out of very thin yarns by very thin 
knitting needles, offer an 
excellent cover up and consistency with exiguous 
weights. Belonging to this series are fabrics stretched 
or not, made out of natural fibers so far as synthetic 
and artificial fibers. The versatile “Thin” series includes 
cottons, viscose,micromodal, polyammide and 
polyester ,which can easily find their applications 
within underwear, shapewear, performance/technical 
sportswear and fashion garments. 
 
6516                                                                6232 
 

 


